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GDP manufacturing practices (GDP) are the back-bone of any pharmaceutical industry to ensure the production of intended quality drug substances or drug products. In-view of involved processes, machines, operations, infrastructure and systems, certain failures cannot be ruled out which are likely to be occurred. However, these can be minimized by suitable precautions and following GDP guidelines/practices. In most of the cases, observations in different type of inspections, around the globe, are linked with inappropriate investigation of failures or precursors of failures, which results into repeated failures. It is also a point to be noted that, prodigiously, in majority of cases, the emphasis is there to follow GDP but comparatively less efforts are being devoted to investigate the previous observation/failure and keep on place the suitable “Corrective And Preventive Actions (CAPA)“.

It is a great need, to elaborate feasibility of failures common in pharmaceutical industries, their proper end to end investigation and CAPA with suitable technical rationales. The present article has been profusely focused to demonstrate the pharmaceutical failures, their heedful investigation, in best possible ingenuity.
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